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I. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider the following problem: Let {Si}L1 be a finite family 
of distributions, each having compact support in R2,. Let {Q,}~=s be a cor- 
responding family of open sets in R, such that 
Qi+suppSicQ, (1 <i<-V). (1.1) 
Also, for each 1 < i < N, letf, be a distribution (respectively, a CX function) 
on Si . We propose the question, “When can one find a distribution (res- 
pectively, a Cot function) U on Q@ such that 
si* lJ=f, (1.2) 
for 1 < i < N ?” In the event that N = 1, Hijrmander [6] has given necessary 
and sufficient conditions to insure that (1.2) will have a solution. For N > 2, 
general, necessary, and sufficient conditions are unknown. In this paper we 
will make use of the techniques used by Hormander to provide necessary 
conditions on the relationships of the open sets {Q,}Ls to the family {Si}zl 
for (1.2) to have a solution for appropriate {fi}jYcl . In fact, we will show that 
these conditions together with XL, R[S,] weakly closed in &‘(Q,) is equiv- 
alent to the existence of a solution in S(QJ for (1.2). Here R[S,] denotes the 
image of the mapping Ti from 8’(Qn,) into &‘(.QJ [respectively, from B(Q) 
into 9(Q,,)] defined via 
T,(P) = 4 * v (1 .< i sg N). (1.3) 
We also give sufficient conditions for (1.2) to have a distributional solution 
when each Si has finite support. 
The method of proof will be the following. Let T be the mapping from 
&, 9(@) into B(QJ [respectively, f rom @L, &‘(a,) into b’(QO)] defined by 
T(P, 9 pz >-.., TN) = f T&d. 
i=l 
(l-4) 
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Since each Ti is continuous, T is continuous and thus we may define T* 
mapping g’(Q,) into n:, 9’(Q) [respectively, b(Q,) into I-IL, S(&)] by 
(T*U, (~1, vz ,..., TN)> = Cut T(v,, ~z ,...> PN)) 
=fl<u9si*pli 
(1.5) 
= g (Si * UT %> 
= a% * u, 32 * u ,... , s, * U), (Fl ,% ,..., 9)N)). 
Here 3 denotes the distribution defined by 
(3, v> = (ST $9, (1.6) 
where 
VW = d-4 
for all v in 9(R,). It follows then that 
T*U = (& * U, 9, * U ,..., 3, * U), (l-7) 
and the question has been reduced to tinding conditions which imply that 
T* is a surjection onto an appropriate subspace of nL=, 9’(Q) [respectively, 
n:, &(Q,)]. Let H = k ernel of T. Clearly from the definition of T*, one 
cannot hope for more than T* being a surjection from 9’(Q,) [respectively, 
8(!2J] onto the polar of H in the dual system 
(&v4JT fiI’) [ respectively, 
i=l i==l 
(& &‘“(Qi), h &(&),))I 
i=l i=l 
We will exhibit necessary and sufficient conditions on the families (Si}L1 
and {Q}k, in order that 
T”: I’-+ Ho (l-8) 
and 
T*: &(Q,) ---f Ho n fi 8(Q,) 
i=l 
(1.9) 
be surjections. 
Before proceeding to the main work, we first introduce the following 
notation and definitions. For each compact set K in the open set 52 C R, 
and each multiindex 01 E Zn (here Z denotes the nonnegative integers), we 
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denote by@K) the set of all functions in Cm(Q) whose supports lie completely 
within K. The space 9(K) is given the topology determined by the semi- 
norms: 
(1.10) 
where j runs through all nonnegative integers and 
We denote by B(Q) the space of all functions in Cm(Q) having compact sup- 
port in D and equip Q(Q) with the strict inductive limit topology determined 
by all spaces 9(K) as K runs through all compact subsets of Q. &(Q) is the 
space P(Q) provided with the topology determined by all seminorms of the 
form (1.10) as K runs through the compact subsets of Q and j E 2. The 
spaces .9’(Q) and S’(Q) are the respective topological duals of 59(Q) and S(Q). 
B’(4) is called the space of distributions on Q, and B’(0) is the space of all 
distributions having compact support in Q (see Schwartz [13]). 
The convolution of two distributions S and 9) is always defined provided 
at least one of them has compact support. (For definition of support of a 
distribution see Schwartz [ 131.) H ere we will define convolution only where v 
is in B(Q) and S is in d’(R,). 
s * 44 = (X T&h (1.11) 
where T&Y) = ~(y - x). The trivial part of Lions Theorem [I l] (Titch- 
marsh’s Theorem [ 141 in one dimension) shows that 
supp s * P c supp s + supp q4 (1.12) 
and, thus, if (fir , s2,) are a pair of open sets in R, and (1 .l) holds, then 
clearly supp S t p C Q0 for all distributions y with support in Q, . 
For all S in b’(R,J, we denote by S the Fourier transform of S which is 
defined by 
s(t) = (8, e-zni(.J)). (1.13) 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We will first give the basic definitions introduced by L. Hormander and 
state his results [6]. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let 5’ E &‘(I?,). The pair (Q , Q,) of open sets in R, 
is called S-convex if (1.1) holds and given any compact set K,, C Q,, , there 
exists a compact set Kr C Q, such that p, E P(Q,) and supp S * ‘p C K,, 
imply that supp ~JI C Kr . 
The pair (Sz, , Sz,) is called strongZy S-convex if it is S-convex and for every 
v E &‘(Q,) the distance from sing supp v to R,&\sZ, is equal to the distance 
from sing supp(S * y) to R,\SZ, . For definition of sing supp q~, see Schwartz 
1131. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The distribution SE &‘(R,) is said to be invertible if 
there exist constants A, , A, , and A, such that for every t E R, , one can 
find q E R, such that 
and 
I S(,)l 2 (4 + I 5 IV”. (2.1) 
Finally, if we let T* denote the dual mapping of T defined by (1.3), we may 
state the following results due to Hormander. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(4 Tag = W4); 
(b) Taco’ 3 +-4); 
(c) T*9’(s2,) 3 a(&); 
(d) T-l is a sequentially continuous operator from its range in 9(52,) to 
9(Q,); and 
(e) S is invertible and (Q, , Q,) is an S-convex pair. 
THEOREM 2.2. If S is invertible and (Q, , Q,) is a strongly S-convex pair, 
we have T*W(SZ,) =B’(sZ,). 
Before proceeding to generalize these results to systems of convolution 
equations, it is both useful and interesting to consider properties of the range 
of Ti (denoted by R[S,]) as a subspace of g(sZ,) [respectively, as a subspace of 
&(I&,) where Ti is extended to E(Q)] for 1 .< i < N. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be in G’(R,) and Q,, be an open convex set in R, . 
Then (Q, , Sz,,) is an S-convex pair $f 52, is the largest set such that 
(2.2) 
In particular, Q, is unique and is itse2f a convex set. 
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Proof. Suppose first that Qi is the largest set in R, such that (2.2) holds. 
Then, Hormander [6] has shown that (Q1 , Q,,) is an S-convex pair. 
Conversely, let (Sz, , Q,J be an S-convex pair and Q the largest set in RV1. 
such that (2.2) is valid. If Qn, and Q are identical, we are through. Suppose this 
is not the case. From (1.1) we see that 
and hence 
Choose x in Q\Q, and y in .Q, . Let L be the interval x7. Since 8 is convex, 
L lies completely within Q. Clearly L is compact. By a standard argument we 
may choose a p in 9(Q) such that 9 = 1 on L. Let {Ki}Fz, be a sequence of 
compact sets in 9, such that Ki C K,?+, for all i and uy=, Ki = Q, . For each 
integer, i, choose xi in 9(Q,) such that 
=ppxiCKi (i = 1, 2,...) 
and 
xi ;= 1 on Ki-1 (i = 1, 2,...). 
Clearly xiv is in @sZ,) for each integer i. Also applying Lions’ theorem [ 111, 
we obtain 
SUPP(S ‘6 XiY) c =qJp s t suppxi'p 
c fqsupp S) t ff(suppv) 
= H(supp S * p)). 
Here H(A) denotes the convex hull of A. Since S * v is in 9(Q,) and Q,, 
is convex, H (supp S * up) = K, a fixed compact set in Q, . Since (Q, , Q,) 
is an S-convex pair, we see from Definition (1.1) that there exists a compact 
set Kl C Q, containing supp xiy for all i. This is clearly a contradiction and 
hence we must have Q, = Q,, . 
We are now in a position to say something about the preimages of elements 
of 9(Q,) [respectively, &(QJ]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let S be in &(R,), Q,, an open convex set in R, , and 9, 
the open convex set in R, such that (Q, , Sz,,) is an S-convex pair. If $ is in 
Q(R,) [respectively, # is in b’(RJ] and S * 4 is in 9(Q,) [respectively, &(Q,)], 
then 4 is in 9(QJ [respectively, F’(JQ]. 
Proof. By the previous proposition, Q, is the largest set such that 
52, + supp scsz,. 
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Taking convex hulls we obtain 
WQ + H(suPP S) C H(Qcl), 
and since s2, and Q, are convex, we have 
Applying Lions’ theorem we have 
H(supp #) + H(supp S) C H(suPP S * ?4 
CL?,. 
Thus supp # C 8, . 
We are now able to prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let Q be an open convex set in R, and S be in &(R,). If S 
is invertible and (fin, , Sz) is the associated S-convex pair, then 4 in 93(Q) [re- 
spectively, E’(Q)] is in R[S] z# 
$W(4 
is an entire function. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. Let g(z) = &z)/S(z). From Theorem 3.5 
of Hormander’s paper we obtain for any integer N 
< C,(l + 1 z I)-” err’Imzl(l + / z I)No eb’Imzl(A, + / z 1)“” (2.3) 
d CN’(l + I z I) No+&-N e(n+b)llmz! 
Here use has been made of the Paley-Wiener theorem and the invertibility 
constants A, and A, of S. Again applying the Paley-Wiener theorem to 
(2.19) we obtain 
‘44 = $4 
for some g, in Q(RJ. However, since .Q is convex, we have via Corollary 2.1 
that 9) is actually in B(sZ,). 
A similar argument holds for the case where one replaces B(Q) and B(Q,) 
by E(Q) and &‘(Q,), respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. If S E &‘(R,) is invertible and (Q, , Q,,) is an S-convex pair, 
then R[S] is closed in &‘(.Q,,) and in B(Q,,). 
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Proof. We make use of the following theorem due to Dieudonnl and 
Schwartz [I]: “Let E and F be FrCchet spaces with topological duals E’ and 
F’ respectively, and 0 a continuous linear mapping of E into F with transpose 
8*. Then 0 is a surjection if and only if B* is an injection and the image of F 
under 8* is a o(E’, E)-closed subspace of E’.” 
Let T denote the mapping v 9 S * qz from &‘(Q,) into 6”(Q,). From 
Theorem 2.1 we see that T* is a surjection, and thus the image of T C R[S] 
is a u[&(Q,J, a(Q,,)]-closed subspace of G”‘(Q,,) and, hence, is closed in any 
topology compatible with the dual system. 
To show that R[S] is closed in 9(51,,), we choose q~ ~9o(a)\R[S] and let 
a[S] denote the range of T in a’(~&). Then 91 E b’(Qa)\,)JR[S], and thus there 
exists u E &(QJ which strongly separates p and a[S]. But &(Q,) C G@‘(Q,) and 
R[S] C &S], and, hence, 3~ in g’(Q,,) strongly separating R[S] and q~. This 
implies that R[S] is closed in 9(Q,,). 
We now give necessary and sufficient conditions on Sr , S, and Q, , Q, 
in order that R[S,] C R[S,]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let S, and S, be in B’(R,) with S, invertible, and let 
(Qi , Q,,) be S,-convex pairs for i = I, 2, where QO is an open convex set in R, . 
Then 
R[&l c R[SII 
a. there exists S in b’(R,) such that 
illore, (Q, , Qn,) is an S-convex pair. 
Proof. The necessity is immediate using the previous corollary. Since S, 
is invertible, R[S,] is closed in B’(Q,,), and thus it suffices to show that S 
exists where we are working in a’(Q). For each a E Q, , we have 
a+ supp&CQo, and thus supp 6, * S’s C !&, , i.e., 6, * S, E &(A’&). But 
since R[S,] C R[S,], there exists U,, in E’(.QJ such that 
s, * CT,, = s, * s, . (2.4) 
Hence S, * [UC, * 8-J = S, , and we let S = LTa * &, . 
For each a E Q, we have 
a + supp S = a + supp U, * S-, 
= supp 6, * u,, * &, 
= supp U,CQ,. 
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Suppose a E R, and a + supp SC s;), . Then 
a+suppS+suppS,CSZ,+suppS,CSZ,, 
and applying Lions’ Theorem we obtain 
a + supp S,CsZ,. 
Hence 
aEf&, 
and (Sz, , Sz,) is an S-convex pair. 
To enable us to proceed, we must introduce some notion of divisibility in 
the convolution algebra d”(R,). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S, S, , and S, be elements of b’(R,). 
(i) We say that S, is a &visor of S if there exists Ui in B’(R,) such that 
s, * u, = s. 
(Note. Lions’ Theorem implies that U, is unique provided S, + 0.) 
(ii) Let 2, denote the zero set of the entire function f. We say that 
S, and S, are relatively prime if given any f E 29, n 23, and a neighborhood, 
@, of E 
S,(z) = fi P,(z) h,(z) 
i=l 
S,(z) = fi Qj(Z) h,(z) vz E a, 
j=l 
where Pi( Ej = Qj([) = 0 Vi, i and h,(t) # 0 # h,(t), and the Pi and Qzj are 
irreducible analytic functions in 02, the h, and h, are units in 02, and Pi # Qj 
for all i and i. 
(Remark. (1) Th e a b ove representations of Si are unique (see Hormander 
141.)) 
(2) If S, and Sa are polynomials, the above just reduces to the ordi- 
nary definition of relatively prime polynomials. 
(iii) We say that S is a least common multiple (1.c.m.) of S, and S, if 
there exists TI and T, in &‘(R,) such that 
S, * TI = S = S, * T2 
and TI , T, are relatively prime. 
Armed with these definitions, we can prove the following. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let S, , S, , and S, be invertible elements of &‘(R,), and let 
S, and S, be divisors of S, . For each open convex set Q,, in R, , let (Qi , Q,,) be, 
respectively, S,-convex pairs fey 1 < i < 3. If R[SJ denotes the image of the 
mapping 
p-*&“q? 
from 9(QJ into LB(Q,) [respectively, from S’(LZ$) into ~‘(.QJ] for 1 & i < 3, 
then 
(1) R[%I C R[S,I n N&I, and 
(2) 4 S, is a 1.c.m. of S, and S, , then 
RF%1 = W%I n RLSI. 
Proof. (I) Let t+G = S3 * q~ for some v E 9(Q,) and for each i = 1, 2, let 
Ti E &‘(R,) such that 
Si * Ti = S, . (2.5) 
Then we have 
Si x Ti * V = 4, 
and, hence, $/si is an entire function for i = I, 2. Applying Lemma 2.2, 
we see that I/ E R[SJ CI R[S,]. 
(2) Assume that S, is a 1.c.m. of S, and S, , and let 
* = s, * q’1 = s, * p)2 
for some plI E~(SZJ, i = 1, 2. Then 
S, * v1 * Tl * T, = S, * q+ * Tl x T2 , 
and since every entry is in b’(R,), we have 
S, ti pl * T, = S, * ?2 * Tl . 
But the mapping from &‘(I?,) into &‘(R,) given by 
has zero kernel and thus 
We wish to show that &(z)/FI(z) is an entire function. 
Let 6 E 2~~ = {Z E C,: PI(z) = 0) and a a neighborhood of 6, where 
F&Y) has the expansion 
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where Pi(f) = 0, h, # 0 in GY, and the Pi(Z) are irreducible analytic functions 
in GY, and h, analytic in GL 
If [ E 2~~ , we may assume that G! is small enough so that 
and 
By a corollary to the Weierstrass preparation theorem the expansion is unique. 
Thus, since Tl and T, are relatively prime, we have &(z)/~~(z) is analytic 
in a neighborhood of 5. But E was an arbitrary element of 2~~ , and thus 
&(,z)/~~(z) is an entire function, and we have 
is entire. By Corollary 2.2 we see that # E R[S,], and hence 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (Si}L:“=:’ be invertible elements in B’(R,) and (Q , Q,) 
be, respectively, Si-convex pairs for 1 < i < N + 1. Let A’,,,+, = 1.c.m. of the 
Si’s. Then we have 
(1) RSN+II C 6 R[Sd 
and 
i=l 
(2) if for each GYC{l, 2,..., N} the set {SC},, has an invertible l.c.m., 
Sa, then 
R[SN+J = fi R[S,l. i=l 
Proof. (1) is immediate. 
(2) We induct on the number N of distributions. When N = 2, we 
have the result by the previous theorem. Assume the result for N = k - 1. 
409/45/3-I* 
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We wish to show it is valid for N = k. Here S,,, = 1.c.m. of St1 ., . .-* . . . k--lj 
and Sk . By the previous theorem we have 
RISN+ll = R[Sk2.....k-lll n R[Skl 
k-l 
= 0 W,l n &%I 
i=l 
= ii R[Si]. 
i=l 
Finally, we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If S, and S, are invertible distributions in b’(R,), then 
so is S, * S, . 
Proof. Clearly S, + S, E d’(R,), and, thus, it suffices to show that S, r S, 
is invertible. From Theorem 2.1, we see that 
T,*&(RJ = G”(R,) and T,*&(R,) = b(R,). 
Thus T,* o T,*d(R,) = B(R,). But T2* o T,* = (Tl o T.J*, and for all 
q~ E b’(R,), we have 
Tlo T,v = TdS, * d 
= s, * s, * p 
Again applying Theorem 2. I, we have that S, * S, is invertible. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If S, and S, are invmtible elements of &‘(R,) and ;f 
S,, and S are, respectively, the 1.c.m. and g.c.d. of S, and S, , then both S,, 
and S are invertible. 
Proof. Let lJi E b’(R,) be such that 
ui * s = si ) i= 1,2. 
Then S(x) = $(z)/~r( z IS an entire function. Since S, is invertible, 3 ) . 
constants A, , and A, and A, such that for all [ E R, 37 E R, satisfying 
I $(dl 3 (A, + I 5 I)+. I 6 - II I G 4 142 + I t I) and 
Since Ur E &‘(R,), we have 
I m4l < cu + I z I)” VZECn 
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for some constant N and C. Thus, 3 constants A,, A, and A, such that for 
all 8 E R, 37 E R, satisfying 
It - 7 I d 4 142 + I 5 I) and I %)I 3 (4 + I E I)-A5. 
That is, S is an invertible element of b’(R,). Similarly, one can show that 
Us is invertible. From the preceding proposition, we see that 
s,, = s, * u, 
is invertible. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR G?(Q) AND 9'(sZ) 
Let N be a positive integer and (&}~=r and {Qi}Lv=, be, respectively, elements 
of &(R,) and open sets in R, satisfying (1.1). For the remainder of this 
section, we will let T denote the continuous mapping of @~rB(QJ into 
9(52,) defined by 
Th , vz >..., TN) = 5 T&i) 
i=l (3.1) 
= g si * Pi . 
Let H = kernel of T in @z, B(Q). We shall provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions in order that T* maps 9(Q,) onto Ho C n~,9’(Qi) and T* 
maps b(Q,) onto Ho n nt, a(&). 
The first task is to describe H and Ho. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {Si}EI be a finite family of invertible elements in b’(R,) 
such that for each 6ZC (1, 2,..., N}, the set (Si}ioa has a 1.c.m. denoted by Sa . 
For each such @ and i E 65!, let Uia in b’(R,) be such that 
Ui” * si = Sa . (3.2) 
Finally, let .Q, be and open convex set in R, and for each Gl’ C (1, 2,..., N}, let 
(~2, , Go) be an Sa-convex pair, M(a) the maximum element in LX, and 
Ol’ = Ol\M(CpG). We can now write 
ker T = H = (vl, p2 ,..., TN) = v: p = 
! 
c VU, z&t-e 
aC(l,Z,...,N) 
Pa = ($4 9 h2 3*--Y ~N),~i=OfoYi4:~,foriE:~ 
t+bi = Uia t vi for some vi E .9(.Q2,), and 
(3.3) 
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Proof. We will proceed by induction on N. For N = 1, we have CY = @ 
or (1) and G!’ = @ in both cases. Thus, we have v in H implies 
However, 
q3 = 0 + F(l) = 0 + 4&f(@) = 0 + 0 = 0. 
ker T = ker TX 
= (fpl: s, * cpl = oj 
= {cpl: s,r$, = O} 
= (0). 
Assume that the result is valid for any N - 1 distributions of this type. Let 
{SJL, in &‘(I?,) be of the specified type, and let (q~r ,..., vN) be in ker T. Then 
we have 
fl si * Pi = O, 
and hence 
il Si v cpi = - S, ‘1: yls E R[&]. 
id 
However, we may algebraically write 9(G’,,) as 
W$) = R[&I 0 CC&l, 
where C[S,] denotes a complementary subspace to R[S,] in 9(.Q,,). Since Ti 
is a linear injection, we have 
5’(sZJ = Ty’R[S,] 0 T,-‘C[S,] 
for 1 < i < N. We now let 
yJoi =$ +ql,:‘, 
where & is in T,:lRIS,], and & is in T;‘C[S,]. Then 
i&c i#7. i#/Z 
= -Sk * y,< E R[S,]. 
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However, we see that 
and 
i=l 
i#k ifk 
thus 
i$ Si c C$ = 0 and 2 Si * 97 = - S, * P)~ .
i=l 
i#k iik 
Let I$, be the kernel in the system omitting S, . Then we have 
for 1 < i < N. Here & = 9)k . Letting K run through the set (1, 2 ,..., N), we 
obtain 
pi = I$’ + qJ,fZ 
= (qy1 + (q+)“’ + I$? 
= etc. 
Thus, we have 
where 
hi E Hhwl x (0) ((0) in ith position), 
(3.4) 
and gI Si c (bi = 0. 
Let S be the 1.c.m. of (Si}j?r, !Iri * Si = S for 1 < i < N, and let (a, Q”) 
be an S-convex pair. For each 1 < i < N, we let qi be in 9(Q) such that 
s * 7)s = si * &. (3.5) 
Here we made use of Corollary 2.3. Thus, 
ui c si * qi = si * ybi 
for 1 < i < N, and since all entries are in &‘(R,), we have 
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We can write using (3.4) and (3.5) 
N-l 
ANION=- c s”7,i 
i=l 
N-l 
===s* c -7)< 
i=l 
N-l 
= UN*SN# c -Ti. 
i=l 
Again making use of the fact that everything lies in b’(R,), we have 
N-l 
*N= UN* 1 -7rli9 
i=l 
and we see that (& ,..., #N) corresponds to 9)(r,2 ,.,., N) . Thus, (vi , q2 ,..., vN) 
is in H, and we have shown that 
ker TC H. 
However, it is clear that H C ker T, and the result follows by induction. 
Note. It is evident from the algebraic nature of this proof that the state- 
ment of the theorem remains valid when we replace 9(Q,,) and .@(QJ by 
&‘(LQ and a’(Q), respectively, for 1 ,( i ,< N. 
We are now in a position to describe Ho. It is quite surprising in view of 
the complicated nature of H that Ho has such a simple description. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {Si}rcl in &‘(R,) be us in the preceding theorem, and let 
~2, be an open convex set in R, . For each 1 ,< i, j < N, let (Szi , Sr,) and 
(.& , Sz,) be, respectively, an &-convex and an S,j-convexpair. Here Sii = Sii 
is the 1.c.m. of Si and Sj for 1 < i, j < N. Let Tij be an element of b’(R,) such 
that 
Si * Tii = Sij 1 <i, j < N. (34 
Then the N-tuple (ul , u2 ,... , uN) is in Ho C n,r, 9(Qi) 22 
T-ij * ui Isa‘, = Tji i uj lRii (3.7) 
for 1 < i, j < N. 
Proof. We will first show the necessity. Fix i and j between 1 and N, 
and let v be in g(L&). Then 
(cpl ,a*., P)N) = (0 ,..., 0, Tij * q~, 0 ,..., 0, - Tij * v, 0 ,..., 0) 
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is in H since 
= sij * 9) - &j c cp 
= 0. 
Thus, if (ul , up ,..., I+) is in H”, 
0 = f (Uk , P)k) 
k=l 
for all 9 in 9J$&). Hence 
Fij * ui = rt’,, f uj . 
However, i and j were arbitrarily chosen between 1 and N, and,rthus; the 
result follows. 
Conversely, let (ur , u$ ,..., uN) be in nErW(&) and assume (3.7) holds. 
By linearity and Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that 
N 
1 <"i ,9d = 0, 
i=l 
where (yl ,..., vN) = qa for an arbitrary subset GZ of (1,2 ,..., N). Fix such a 
subset a and let 
sij * Lij = S@ (3.8) 
and 
for all i and j in od Then we obtain 
Si f UC = Si * Tij * Lij 
= sij * L,, (3.10) 
= sol > 
and hence, Ui corresponds to Ui@ in Theorem 3.1. Let v be in S(sZ,). From 
(3.8) we obtain 
Sij*Lij*y’=Sa*F (3.11) 
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is an element of 9(Q,,) and hence, by Proposition 2.2, Lij x v is in SB(J&). We 
now may state that for arbitrary y in LB(Qa) that 
(3.12) 
for all i and j in GY. Thus we have 
a * ui 1$2/J = oj * uj Ina (3.13) 
for all i and j in GY. Finally, we again make use of Theorem 3.1 to obtain 
* ui - dh4(02) * uM(Gl) ? vi) (3.14) 
since Q are elements of 9(Qn) such that Ui * Q = ‘pi for all i in 6E Here use 
has been made of the equality (3.12). 
Remark. Again due to the algebraic nature of the previous proof, we may 
everywhere replace .9(Q) and 9’(Q) by b’(Q) and 6(Q), respectively, for any 
convex set D in R,, . 
We are now able to state the following generalization of the Theorem 2.1 
for CC-solutions. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let {Si}zl be afinite.family of invertible elements in b’(R,,) 
such that for each QlC{l, 2,..., N}, the set {Si}iEn has a 1.c.m. Let Q, be an 
open conaex set in R, and (Qi , l&n,) th e associated Si-convex pair for I -< i < AT. 
The system 
si*.=fi (3.15) 
has a solution u E QQ,,) for (fi , fi ,...,Lv) in nz, &(!2,) $7 
F<j i fi lDi, = Tji * fj IRi, (3.16) 
for 1 < i, j < N, and the range of T is a closed subspace of &‘(Q,). Here Qnij 
and Tij are defined as in Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof. We will first show necessity. Suppose that u is a solution of the 
system (3.15). Then T*u = (fi ,fi ,..., fN), and thus (fl ,fi ,..., fN) E No. 
But Theorem 3.2 shows that Ho is exactly those (fi , fi ,..., fN) satisfying 
(3.16). To show that the range of T must be weakly closed, we make use of 
the following theorem. “Let E and F be two FrCchet spaces. E’ and F’ their 
topological duals, f3 a continuous linear mapping of E into F and B* the adjoint 
of 0. Then 0 maps E onto F if and only if 0* is one-to-one and the range of 8” 
is weakly closed in E”’ (see [j?). 
Since t(Qo)lyand Ho n IJi=r a(&) are both FrCchet spaces with duals 
&‘(SZ,) and [a+, &‘(Q,)]/H, respectively, and T is a continuous linear map- 
ping from [@,=r &‘(Q)]/H into &‘(QJ, we may apply the theorem. Thus the 
range of T is weakly closed in &‘(Q,). 
The converse is also immediate. 
We will now prove an existence theorem for g’(Q). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let {Si}LI be a$nite family of invertible elements in &‘(R,) 
each having finite support and such that for each Gi! C {I, 2,..., N}, the set 
{Si}i,a has a 1.c.m. Sa and a g.c.d. S”. Let {Q,}Lo be a family of open convex 
sets in R, such that (Qi , Q,) is a strongly Si-convex pair for 1 < i < N. 
Assume also that for each {i, j} C { 1, 2,.. ., N} we may topologically write 
R[Sii] s R[S,j] @ B[S, 9 S,j] @I B[S, 9 S,j] 0 Bij 9 (3.17) 
where B[S, , Sij] denotes a complementary subspace of R[S,,] in R[S,] and Bij 
is a subspace of R[Sij]. Then the system 
si*u =fi (1 6 i <N) (3.18) 
has a solution u in g(Q,) for (fi , fi ,..., f,,,) in j$!lg’(Q,) i# (3.16) holds. 
Note: One can show (see [9]) that for diflerential operators of a certain type 
(3.17) is valid. 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 3.2. 
We will show the sufficiency for the case when N = 2. The more general 
case is an easy extension of this one. Let (fi , f2) E [ker T]O C JJ=, W(sZJ 
and choose a seminorm pi in g(sZJ (i = 1,2) such that 
I f&Ji>l < Pi(%) bi E w-u (i = 1, 2). (3.19) 
Let H = ker T and define the continuous seminorm p on &~(Qi) by 
P(R T ~4 = infMvl -t 4) + PAY, + h& (h, , h,) E H) 
(3.20) 
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Here Qr, is the largest set such that Sz,, + supp S,, C Q,, , and 
s, * u1 = s,, = s, * u2 . 
Choose a continuous seminorm p,, on W42) such that $4~~ * $> < A~(#) 
V# E~@L&). By a process introduced by Malgrange [12], choose continuous 
seminorms qi on g(Qs) such that 
and 
Pl2W) = QdSl2 * 1cI) w E w-42). 
From (3.17) we see that 
D(J2,) s Tt+?[S1,] @ Tz:lBISi ) S,,] i== 1,2. 
For ~a E Z&&J we may write 
932 = u2 * *2 + P)2’, 
where 42 E~(!G,,) and S, * v2’ E B[S2 , S,,]. Thus 
Ph 9 P2) ~PP,h - *1* $2) +P2@2') 
G Plh) + Pl2(#2> + Pz(v2’> 
G !?lG% * Vl) + !?s(S12 * $2) + !72@2 * 9J2’)* 
Since (3.17) holds, there exists a continuous seminorm q on g(Q) such that 
P(FJl> v2) G 46% *v1+ 812 * 42 + s2 "V2') 
= dS1* 9% + s2 * b2 * *2 + v2'1) 
= dS1* VI+ s2 * 92) 
= qm1 9 ?-a- 
Now from (3.19) we obtain 
which together with the Hahn-Banach Theorem implies that the linear map 
To?3 P d - <.A f 93) + (f2 9 9-d 
may be extended to a continuous linear form, U, on .G@(&,), i.e., 
T*u = (fi ,fd 
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